
High quality hand tools and more since 1900.

Be a  
MATADOR.



Since 1900. 
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First team come together in 1906.

pioneers 
in the tool industry Since 1900 

quality 
hand tools 

family enter-
prise

water-powered forging ham-
mers

many patents

ideal synonym for 
strength and energy 

more than 
4,500 catalogue articles

 
all major OEMs

70 
countries
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Be a MATADOR.

not main-
stream

 

everyday heroes  

who are 
inside the arena

the difference between 
tools and toys

believe in them-
selves
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MATADOR at a glance. 
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Since 
1900.

Family- 
owned.

All around  
the screw.

First lever 
ratchet in 

1919.

>4,500  
premium  

tools.

Focussed on 
industry and 
automotive.

>1,000 B2B
customers.

OEM 
accredited.

>70  
countries.
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25%

50%

reduced angle (only 4°)

innovative 90-teeth 
technique

more torque
 

max.
ergonomics multi- 
component handle

 

Today it takes more to make a really good ratchet. 
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The re-design of a socket set. The new smartyBOX. 
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All you need is a smartyBox.

 

Covers 90 % of all screw tasks 
6 - 22 mm 8° swivelling extension bars 

adjustable wrench

universal box

4 - 14 mm combination pliers with 
integrated ring spanner 
innovative spinner handle 
multiscrewdriver

Innovative completion box

with lever

spanner sizes 
from 7-19 mm 4 additional ratchet adap-
ters

S1 S2 S3
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MATADOR Cubes. 
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Small. Angular. Flexible. For everywhere. 

 -

 -

 -

 -

 -

 

compact tools 
modules

5 sizes. 1 basic raster. 

® 
® 
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Torque tools from MATADOR.
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UNO an absolutety 
innovative operating concept

Easy setting

only one window with 
clear numeric value in N·m

 
 

 

maximum deviation only 
±3%
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Smart repair with smart tools. 

3KsoftGRIP 
handles

High-performance impact wrenches.  

from 4 to 255 mm

4-255 mm.
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Check out all our >4,500 products.  
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Tool trolley RATIO. The industry‘s choice. 

robust construction 
durable quality

MATADOR has been supplied nu-
merous OEMs

RA-
TIO 7 or 8 drawers 

Features

Ergo-
nomic handle

 integrated corner damage 

protection panels with 
square perforation

Ball-bearing castors 
high loading capacity 

3-level locking 
system

ball-bearing high performance 
slides

highly resistant powder coating 
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two-colou-

red soft foam inlays  

 
 

MATADOR Tool System 
more than 100 diffe-

More than 100 modules to make you happy.

rent modules

 
 
“Q” modules

“R” modu-
les
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Premium storage solutions.  
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Men`s Kitchen®
Men`s Kitchen® Men`s Kitchen®

Men`s Kitchen® 

Men`s Kitchen®
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Customer insights. 
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Automotive

Aircraft Commercial vehicles Construction

Defence DIY / Online

Manufacturing

Medical Telecom Oil & Gas

...and many more.

Leading companies rely on the quality of MATADOR
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MATADOR GmbH & Co. KG 

WE ARE MATADOR.
Stay tuned.


